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Synopsis

ASP.NET MVC 5 Learn ASP.net MTV 5 Programming FAST and EASY! This book explores ASP.NET MVC 5. It begins by explaining what it is, how it is used and where it is used. The components of this MVC framework are also discussed in detail. The book explored the IDE (Integrated Development Environment) used for development in ASP.NET MVC 5, which is visual studio. On reading this book, you will understand how to set this IDE to be ready for programming in this language. You will also be guided on how to create a new application using this IDE. The book then discusses the components of the framework one at a time. It starts with the controller. You will be guided on how to add a controller to your web app in this programming language. The various parts of the code for this task are explored and you will learn to alter them to suit your needs. The next part of this book explores how to create a view, thus, you will learn how to create a view and then integrate it with the controller of your app. Passage of data between the two is discussed. Models are also discussed without a single detail left out. You will learn how to create a model and then integrate it with the rest of the layers for the purpose of communication. You will learn how to work with a database, including inserting data into the database and retrieving data from it. Validation of forms in ASP.NET MVC 5 has also been discussed. In addition to this the following topics are discussed in this book: Definition, Getting Started, Adding a Controller, Adding a View, Adding a Model, Accessing data in the Model from the Controller, Creating a Search method, Creating a new Field, Validating the Fields.
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I don’t really write reviews (actually, not at all), but I had to leave this review to ensure that other people won’t waste their time on this book. This book had 4 short and perfect reviews before mine, and I went ahead clicking each reviewer’s name to see his/her other reviews. Two, three or even more reviews PER day. Maybe they’re so smart they read a few books daily? All of them, 4 of them had the same patterns. And this book literally had nothing to read. Just google ASP.NET and take a course for beginners. I’m going back there. Again, don’t waste your time.

If you’re into web design then this book is for you. The ASP.NET guide talks in depth about the three basics of the framework. The Model, The View and The Controller. The book is laid out in an easy to read format.

This book gives you the "evolution" and "reasoning" behind "stuff"... I firmly feel this is going to help me not just as a coder, but as an architect. I recommend it for any MVC developer that wants to really understand what’s going on. Really worth recommending!

If you want to lose weight and really have no idea on how or where to start, then this book will help you. I got this book in hopes of learning a few more tips and tricks on weight loss. It explains the common mistakes us dieters make, this Book also shows you how to calculate your calorie intake and how much you should be eating. Overall a good read if you are serious about starting a diet and want to know what steps to take.

It’s easy to read and understand, the book has information on how to use ASP.NET MVC 5. If you may not have prior knowledge of this program, the author makes all tutorials in the book easy to understand. Itâ€™s difficult for me to understand all these computer programs. I have never programmed before, thanks for this book I begin to understand this ASP.NET MVC 5.
The reviews I had read indicated this book might have been a good starting point. NOT SO! This book has TOO MUCH WHITE SPACE. I suspect that the book's pages are not numbered to obscure how a little information is written across multiple pages. The examples are written in bold-face large type that forces the reader to view an example across several pages. Code often breaks across multiple lines. If the author directs the reader to use Visual Studio for development, the least he could have done was publish the examples with the default coloration of the recommended development environment. Concepts to make the examples work are often provided after the exercise. Not a good resource for a beginner. This book will not take you from zero to professional. Use FREE online resources!

I'm really interested in learning new programming languages. as a freelancer i hope to make my reputation as a programer. By reading this book, i was able to gather more useful knowledge ASP.net MTV 5 Programming. The author has written well. and it has made the book to understand easy. i would recommend this book to everyone who are interested in learn ASP.net MTV 5 Programming FAST and EASY

Pretty much tells you everything you need to know about ASP.NET MVC5. I have a background working with .NET backend-systems and Winform applications, and this book has given me as solid foundation to make the leap to the ASP.NET MVC development world. I recommend it for any MVC developer that wants to really understand what's going on.
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